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scheduling of tasks on multiple resources is known to be NP-complete [7], a scheduling heuristic must be chosen. The features of processing elements and tasks take an important part in the choice of the scheduling policy. In this paper, we assume that the number of PE and the duration of each task is known at compile time. If tasks can be executed on a dynamically variable number of processing elements (malleable tasks), the maximum completion time (makespan) can be decreased and a better PE occupation rate can be insured [6, 10, 19]. Nevertheless, we do not consider this scheduling feature, because malleable tasks need a new compilation or a multi-compiled code for each task, since the number of computation hosts is undefined at the compilation time. Therefore, it can hardly be implemented in a hardware task scheduling. This paper considers the problem of generating a schedule for a set of n independent and non-malleable parallel tasks on a multiprocessor system consisting of P identical processing elements. A simple extension of this algorithm can be use to manage multiple heterogeneous processing elements. The aim of this scheduling is to find a non-preemptive schedule that minimizes the makespan. Tasks must be dispatched on one or several identical PE for computation. In addition, no dispatching overheads are considered. Our algorithm is called LLD (Level-by-level and Largest-task-first scheduling with Dynamic-resourceoccupation). If this work is partially introduced in [13] with a more constrainted approach, our main novel paradigm remains in our processor allocation strategy, which considerably improves scheduling performances. The issue of interconnection networks, shared resources or multiple synchronizations are not taken into account in this paper. We will only consider independent tasks without any interprocessing contention by using a hardware component. This manages all these constraints before the delivering of tasks. This architecture dedicated to the control and named RAC is presented in [20]. Moreover, we favor contiguous processor allocation for a same task implementation. It sounds more realistic for a hardware design that shared resources are close for better performances. The algorithm introduced in this paper could also be used with distant processor allocation, if the net-



Abstract Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) represents today the main trend for future architectural designs. Nonetheless, the scheduling of tasks on these distributed systems is a major problem since it has a central impact on global performances. This problem is known to be NPcomplete and only approximate methods can be used. In the past, to approach optimal results, many heuristics have been proposed. But their complexity continue to increase, without considering efficient HW implementations. The novel scheduling policy, introduced in this paper, finds an interesting trade off between performance and complexity. Our list scheduling heuristic, called LLD, can nearoptimally compute non-malleable tasks on multiple processing elements to minimize the schedule length with a low complexity. The comparison study achieved with already proposed algorithms shows that the LLD scheduling algorithm significantly overcomes the previous approaches in terms of processing element occupation as well as overall execution time.



1 Introduction The emergence of new media applications demands a steady increase in flexibility and efficiency. Typical applications, such as MPEG players, are usually computationally intensive, preventing them from being implemented on general-purpose processors. To achieve better performances, designers take an interest in a System-on-Chip (SoC) paradigm composed of multiple computation resources with a high efficiency network. This new trend in architecture design is named Multi-Processor SoC (MPSoC). Moreover, the execution of applications on such a multiprocessing system requires scheduling the computation between a set of processing elements, which can be either programmable processors or reconfigurable units. Any application can be represented by a directed acyclic graph G = (T, E), where T is a set of Ti tasks and E is a set of precedence constraints between tasks. Therefore, a task Tj can be scheduled only if all precedent tasks have completed their execution. Furthermore, since the 1



work topology is adapted. Moreover, we do not consider only systems composed of P = 2m processing elements, with m ∈ N, since it is more practical for a multiprocessing platform. But this neither causes constraints on the scheduling technique proposed in this paper nor reduces its performances. This paper is organized into four sections. In the next section a taxonomy of task-scheduling algorithms is provided. In section 3, the LLD algorithm is detailed and in section 4, a comparison analysis with other already proposed algorithms is presented. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.



For instance, Blazewicz et al. investigate the problem of finding exact solutions in the case where all the tasks have the same execution time [4]. Some of these heuristics, not far from our study, reach good performance ratios but require complex algorithms [2]. Jansen et al. consider the scheduling of n independent tasks to minimize the maximum completion time [9]. They assume that each task can be executed with only one PE, and propose a fully polynomial approximation. They also envisage minimizing both the makespan and a global cost incured by each task. Even if the algorithm complexity is low, the proposed solution remains difficult to be efficiently implemented in a hardware solution. In [1], different sorted rules are presented like the Greatest number of immediate successors first or the Maximum of the sum of the processing times of all successors first. Nevertheless, if scheduling tasks in considering precedence constraints is well-adapted for acyclic graphs, these algorithms increase the execution time. In [18], Topcuoglu et al. propose two algorithms : the Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) and the CriticalPath-On-a-Processor (CPOP) algorithm. In the HEFT algorithm, the task priority depends on the remaining time of its execution in order to minimize the completion time of each PE. The CPOP algorithm allows us to minimize a critical cost associated with each task. These approaches could not be used in an asynchronous circuit since timing is unknown. Moreover, the current time execution of each task is unnecessary for non-real-time task scheduling. In addition, a dynamic scheduling increases the energy consumption due to constant updating of memories. It is important to bring appropriate solutions even if they turn out longer makespan. In addition, the scheduling complexity must be distributed with the allocation process in order to dispatch the algorithm complexity. First, a simple sorting like Longest-Task-First (LTF) or LArgestTask-First (LATF), can be chosen. Furthermore, Belhale et al. give an approximation algorithm with polynomial running time for the multiprocessor scheduling problem, under the additional constraint that work done by tasks is non-decreasing in the number of processors (LATF) [3]. In addition, Kequin Li et al. make a probabilistic analysis for the LATF scheduling and show that the suboptimality bounds on the makespan is not worse than 2 [13]. According to these results, we decided to use the LATF scheduling for its quite efficient average-case performance ratio. In addition, a large variety of different heuristics have been proposed, but few PE allotment techniques exist. Yet, their efficiency takes an important part in task scheduling [8]. The main proposition consists in parallelizing tasks (malleable tasks), but dynamic resource allocation can also bring significant improvements. In addition to a static scheduling, a dynamic and on-line resource allocation can dynamically assign tasks according to the current availability of system resources. In the following section, we present our static scheduling algorithm. This heuristic is merged with a novel dynamic resource allocation strategy.



2 Previous Work The problem of non-malleable task assignment has been widely studied. Solutions can be classified into several different categories such as guided random search, clustering, duplication-based or list-scheduling algorithms. Genetic algorithms (GA) are the most extensively investigated guided random search methods for task scheduling. They are expected to reach good performances, but their execution time and their hardware complexity are significantly higher than the other alternatives [21, 22]. Moreover, their results never reach more than 10% over classical list-scheduling techniques [17]. Conversely, clustering algorithms are two-phase methods of scheduling. Before task scheduling, a task clustering determines the optimal number of PE on which to schedule tasks according to their granularities. The generated clusters are then merged in order to be executed on a fixed number of PE [14]. These methods have good scheduling properties, but finding a clustering of a task graph to minimize the overall execution time is difficult and expensive. In addition, duplication-based algorithms can inherently produce optimal solutions but cannot be implemented due to their high complexity [15]. The simplicity and the rapidity of list-scheduling algorithms make them well-adapted for simple hardware implementations. Even if their results may be less efficient in simulation due to lack of physical considerations, favoring simple and fast scheduling prevents from spending time to schedule tasks and therefore decreases the makespan. Firstly, an ordered list of tasks is constructed according to a predetermined policy (Longest/Shortest-TaskFirst, First/Last-In-First-Out, etc.). Finally, tasks are selected in the order and scheduled to one or more PE. Since our problem is quite similar to two-dimensional bin-packing, the literature is composed of many different heuristics dedicated to particular scheduling features. Common simplifying assumptions include availability of unlimited numbers of processors, uniform task execution, no precedence constrained, non-contiguous allocation, one processor per task, etc. [11, 12]. These last years, more and more complex heuristics have been developed to obtain better approximations, without considering possible and efficient hardware implementations. 2
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